The unavoidable muscle artifacts pose challenges on reliable interpretation of the electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings, especially for the wearable few-channel EEG, a new emerging scenario. However, the high computational load and low robustness of the existing methods limit its wider applications and performance in artifact removal. Consequently, we propose an efficient and robust muscle artifact removal approach by jointly employing the Fast Multivariate Empirical Mode Decomposition (FMEMD) and CCA for few-channel EEG. The proposed FMEMD-CCA firstly efficiently decomposes the input EEG recordings into several multivariate Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMF) by applying FMEMD. Secondly, all the multivariate IMFs are processed by CCA for computing the underlying sources. Finally, the sources with low autocorrelations are smartly determined as muscle artifacts and rejected, and therefore the other components are reconstructed for EMG-artifact-free IMFs and EEG. Simulated and real data experiments are carried out for verifying the performance of the proposed method. It takes 10 times less computing time in FMEMD-CCA compared with in Multivariate Empirical Mode Decomposition (MEMD)-CCA for 10-s EEG recordings, using the same computer and software. And the accuracy and the average correlation coefficient are highly consistent in both approaches. Furthermore, in contrast to MEMD-CCA, the proposed FMEMD-CCA works more robustly in low sampling rate based on the real data and benchmark.
electro-oculogram (EOG), electrocardiogram (ECG) and electromyogram (EMG), which pose huge challenges on the deep and right interpretation of EEG [10] , [11] . Hence, artifact removal is clearly and generally regarded as a prerequisite for analysis of EEG [12] .
Among these artifacts, EMG, strong obscuring EEG signals, is particularly difficult to remove for its high amplitude, wide spectral distribution and variable topographical distribution [13] . Many approaches are proposed for rejecting EMG artifacts, where Blind Source Separation (BSS) methods and signal decomposition methods are preferred. With respect to BSS methods, Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) are most popular. And CCA is verified by the simulation and real data experiments to outperform ICA for rejecting EMG artifacts from EEG in terms of accuracy and computation time [14] [15] [16] . It is worth of noticing that either CCA or ICA requires the number of the input to be no less than the number of the underlying sources. As a result, both methods cannot provide us promising EMG-artifact removal results when analyzing the single-channel EEG, although the time-delayed ICA is put forward and applied [17] .
For signal decomposition methods, Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD) [18] gets more favors because of its superior ability in processing non-stationary signals and its data-driven principle avoiding to choose wavelet basic in Wavelet Transform (WT) [19] . EEMD-CCA [20] , which first decomposes the input N -Channel EEG by EEMD and obtain N * p Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs), and then linearly unmixes N * p IMFs by CCA for exploring the underlying EEG source IMFs and reconstruct pure EEG, is logically considered to perform better than EEMD or CCA. N * p is the total amount of IMFs obtained from EEMD. Specially, since EEMD can work well for single-channel signal decomposition, EEMD or the combination of EEMD and BSS methods (CCA and etc.) can remove the artifact for single-channel EEG. However, in reality, we have to trade off the accuracy against computation time. Briefly, because EEMD takes much time for signal decomposition, CCA is primarily recommended for multi-channel EEG when the accuracy is not raised significantly by EEMD-CCA, while EEMD-CCA for single-channel EEG when CCA cannot work well.
Most recently, Chen et al. [21] proposes that portable few-channel (3 to 8) EEG can be seen in most ambulatory and pervasive EEG devices for continuous healthcare monitoring and ubiquitous health care services. However, few studies focus on how to remove EMG artifacts from such kind of EEG. Due to the fact that CCA and other BSS methods cannot provide reliable EMG-artifact-free EEG in case of few-channel EEG, EEMD-CCA has been improved by Multivariate Empirical Mode Decomposition (MEMD)-CCA, as the first approach proposed for few-channel EEG [21] . It takes advantages of MEMD for simultaneously analyzing the intrinsic modes across multiple data channels instead of channel-by-channel. This leads to generating a more accurate estimate of the signal envelope and thus identifying common activity between multiple data channel more robustly [22] , which is proved to be especially suitable for the analysis of nonstationary rhythms from biomedical data [23] , [24] . The effectiveness of MEMD-CCA has been demonstrated by the simulation and real data experiments, with about 45 seconds computation time for 10-s 3-channel EEG on a Core i5 computer. As mentioned in the paper [21] , fast MEMD is definitely in urgent need to shorten the computation time, enabling EMG-artifact removal from few-channel EEG in real time.
Fortunately, we addressed the above problem very recently by proposing the innovative Fast MEMD (FMEMD) algorithm [25] , [26] . Unlike MEMD that sifts with the computationally expensive multidimensional envelope interpolation, FMEMD is operated by applying univariate EMD on projected signals to obtain a set of IMFs, which are combined with their corresponding direction vectors and then solved by least square algorithm to yield multivariate IMFs. In consequence, FMEMD significantly reduces computational requirements for decomposing a multivariate signal without loss of accuracy. As well, Lang et al. [25] also shown that the FMEMD method solves the over-decomposition problem of MEMD, allowing wider applications of the EMD-based algorithms in processing shorter time series or data with low sampling rate.
In this work, we further propose to incorporate FMEMD and CCA for efficiently and effectively removing the muscle artifacts from few-channel EEG. The proposed FMEMD-CCA is featured by following steps: (i) FMEMD first decomposes the input EEG recordings into several multivariate IMFs; (ii) The obtained intrinsic modes are then processed by CCA for computing the underlying sources; (iii) Those sources with low autocorrelations will be smartly designated as muscle artifacts and rejected and (iv) The EMG-artifact-free IMFs and EEG are finally reconstructed from the retained components. We compare our proposed algorithm with the state-of-the-art MEMD-CCA EMG-artifact removal approach in scenario of few-channel EEG, and results produced by simulation and real experiments demonstrate improved performances in terms of computation cost and accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The details of the proposed method is described in Section II. In Section III, the simulated, semi-simulated and real-data experiments and the corresponding results, in comparison with MEMD-CCA based on the standard benchmark, are stated and discussed. Conclusion are drawn in Section IV.
II. THE PROPOSED METHOD A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Given that X i (t) is the vector of i th channel EEG measurements from 1 to T , where T is the total number of samples. X(t) = [X(t) 1 , . . . , X N (t)], is the matrix of N −channel EEG measurements. Since we consider the few-channel EEG, FIGURE 1. Overview of the proposed method, consisting of 5 steps: (1) Decompose: few-channel EEG, in addition to several-channel White Gaussian Noise (WGN) are decomposed into multivariate IMFs; (2) Unmix: compute sources with CCA based on the EEG's IMFs; (3) Select: identify the muscle artifacts by setting the autocorrelations' threshold; (4) Reject: reject the muscle artifacts by inverse CCA; and (5) Reconstruct: reconstruct the EMG-artifact-free EEG. N, M and K are respectively the total amount of EEG channels, WGN channels and the IMFs computed by FMEMD for EEG, and L and H are respectively the total amount of EEG-related sources and EMG-related sources computed by CCA with all the EEG's IMFs. N = 3 to 8. And K * N IMFs could be computed for X using FMEMD, denoted as U(t) = U n k (t) , k = 1 to K , n = 1 to N . And X i (t) = K k=1 U i k (t). For obtaining the EMG-artifact free EEGX (t), EMG-artifact free IMFsÛ (t) are required. Since the EEG electrical activities recorded at the level of surface electrodes can be considered as an instantaneous linear mixture of elementary sources [27] , then similarly, U n k (t) can also be a mixture of all possible sources, for example neuronal sources (pure EEG), physiological sources, muscular sources, and etc. And it can be formulated as
where W is global mixing matrix representing the concatenation of all possible sources, which usually is unknown and estimated by CCA. S(t) is the global source matrix, corresponding to W. v(t) is the N -dimensional vector of Gaussian white noise. In order to obtain the EMG-artifact free IMFsÛ (t), we aim at deducing W clean , which sets the columns related EMG-artifact of W to be 0 and denoted as A clean = W −1 clean . ThenÛ (t) = A clean * U(t) + v(t). Which columns are related with EMG-artifacts W are identified with minimal a priori knowledge on the sources, the EEG signals and the EMG noise [19] . Finally,X i (t) = Û i k (t). The details about the proposed FMEMD-CCA EMG-artifact removal approach is presented as follows.
B. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED FMEMD-CCA EMG-ARTIFACT REMOVAL APPROACH
The overview of the proposed FMEMD-CCA EMG-artifact removal approach for few-channel EEG is illustrated in Fig. 1 . As shown, the raised approach, consisting of 5 steps, deal with removing EMG-artifacts removal iteratively:
(1) Decompose: few-channel EEG, in addition to several-channel white Gaussian noise (WGN) are decomposed into multivariate IMFs by applying FMEMD. The WGN is described as synthetic, but not real input in Fig1, and the reason for this will be stated in Sec II-C.
(2) Unmix: calculate sources by applying CCA based on the IMFs figured out for the real EEG recordings, and the IMFs corresponding to the WGNs are discarded.
(3) Select: select the muscle artifact sources in terms of autocorrelations;
(4) Reject: reject the muscle artifact sources by employing inverse CCA, which further computes EMG-artifact-free IMFs.
(5) Reconstruct: reconstruct the EMG-artifact-free EEG.
C. DECOMPOSITION OF FEW-CHANNEL EEG WITH FMEMD
FMEMD is a newly developed method, which is proven to outperform MEMD in processing multivariate data with less computational cost and fewer decomposition products [25] . However, if we apply FMEMD on the EEG measurements directly, it will lead to the phenomenon of mode-mixing [18] , [28] , which is no difference from EMD and MEMD methods. To address the problem, additional WGN channels, termed as synthetic and supporting inputs, are imposed into the original signal. The aim of appending WGN channels within the input is to help FMEMD stabilizing its decomposition performance in the presence of signal intermittency. Since the added noise channels occupy a broad range in the frequency spectrum, FMEMD will align its multivariate IMFs based on the dyadic filter structure, with each decomposed mode carrying only one frequency subband [25] , [26] . As a result, FMEMD and the added noise channels together construct a structurally stable filter bank, and multivariate IMFs corresponding to the original signal will arrange themselves according to the uniformly distributed reference scale, thus reducing the problem of mode-mixing. Given that N -channel EEG measurements (3 ≤ N ≤ 8) denoted by X i (t), i = 1 to N , t = 1 to T , (T is the temporal samples), we first generate M -channel WGN denoted by Y j (t), j = 1 to M . M can be any positive integer, usually set to be 5. In FMEMD process, the performance of the noise-assisted FMEMD is independent of the number of noise channels. Different channels can only change the amplitude of the added noise, however, cannot change the distribution of the added noise. Note that excessive noise channels are redundant and time consuming when they are sufficient for occupying a broad and uniform frequency spectrum in the EEG signal window. On the other hand, too few channels of the noise may not introduce considerable change of extrema that directly relates to the problem of mode-mixing. By balancing a trade-off between the decomposition performance and the computational load, we usually set the number of the noise channels to 5 for most of the practical scenarios. Then, we make use of FMEMD on Z(t) = [X(t), Y(t)] in the following steps:
(1) Set i = 1 and generate L suitable sets of uniform direction vector, P l (t) = p l 1 (t), p l 2 (t), . . . , p l N +M (t) L l=1 ; (2) Calculate the l th projection f l (t) of the input signal Z(t) along direction vector P l (t), for all l;
(3) Extract the first univariate IMF d l (t) of the projected function f l (t) for all l using EMD algorithm [29] .
is obtained by solving the overdetermined equations
does not contain enough extrema to form meaningful envelopes, stop the iterative process and obtain the final IMF, D i+1 (t) = B (t). Otherwise, update the current input as Z (t) = B (t) and i = i + 1, then go to step (2); (7) Obtain totally K sets of (N + M )-channel IMFs after stopping the above procedures.
In conclusion, we obtain K * N IMFs, denoted as U n k (t), t = 1 to T , for the N -channel EEG measurements X(t).
On the other hand, the last K * M IMFs corresponding to the M -channel WGN will be discarded.
D. CALCULATION OF UNDERLYING SOURCES WITH CCA
It is probable that each EEG's IMF decomposed by FMEMD contains EMG artifacts and brain activities. For separation of the EMG artifacts, CCA is employed for formulating it as a BSS problem, without a prior (or very little) knowledge about the sources themselves and the mixing process, but knowing that EMG artifacts have relative low autocorrelation in comparison with brain activity. The sources calculated by CCA are uncorrelated with each other, maximally autocorrelated with itself. Consequently, the calculated sources with low autocorrelation are concerned as muscle artifacts.
Based on the obtained IMFs U (t), t = 1 to T − 1, and the corresponding 1-lag time delayed IMFs V (t), CCA can find the weight vectors w u and w v that maximize the correlation ρ between the underlying sources e(t) and f(t), where
, by solving the following maximization problem in Eq. (1):
with C uu and C vv the autocovariance matrices of U(t) and V(t), respectively, and C uv the cross-covariance matrix of U(t) and V(t). Then the columns of the unmixing matrix W, denoted as w u , can be derived by
the corresponding underlying sources can be calculated by e(t) = w T u * U(t), whose autocorrelation coefficient, ρ, is derived as well.
E. SELECTION AND REJECTION OF OF EMG-ARTIFACT-FREE IMFS WITH INVERSE CCA
Compared to brain activity, EMG artifacts can yield more properties of temporally white noise, thus having relative low autocorrelation and ρ [30] . Therefore, we can set a threshold for selecting EMG-artifact IMFs, for example, the ones with autocorrelations lower than the determined threshold are considered as EMG-artifacts. And then the corresponding columns of the mixing matrix A = W −1 are arranged to be zero. Assume that A clean is the clean mixing matrix, the artifact-free IMFs, denoted byÛ(t), can be extracted bŷ U(t) = A clean * U(t).
F. RECONSTRUCTION OF EMG-ARTIFACT-FREE EEG RECORDINGS
The denoised EEG recordings for each channel can be estimated by summing the corresponding IMFs inÛ(t).
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm comprehensively, two-step work has been done in this paper: 1) We validate our algorithm with synthetic data. Since the completely pure scalp EEG which is not contaminated by EMG cannot be recorded in reality, the objective evaluations always conducted with the synthetic data in the literature. 2) The actual performance of our algorithm is shown with real-life contaminated EEG data.
We compare results obtained from the CCA, MEMD-CCA and FMEMD-CCA approaches. Note: ICA and EEMD-CCA are not included for the sake of CCA is proven to eliminate the EMG artifacts more effectively than ICA, and similarly MEMD-CCA outperforms EEMD-CCA.
A. DATA GENERATION AND ACQUISITION 1) SIMULATED DATA a: GENERAL DESCRIPTION Since this paper focuses on the EMG artifact rejection, simulated data, referred to X, is comprised of real ground truth EEG (X EEG ) and EMG (X EMG ), without other types of artifacts, shown in Fig. 2 . And X can be expressed as Eq. (2).
where the dimensions of X, X EEG and X EMG are N * T (N and T respectively for number of simulated channels and temporal samples), and the mixing matrix A (N * N ) is utilized for the field distribution of EMG sources. Referring to paper [21] , aiming to introduce sufficient spatial structure, each column of A was guaranteed to contain 5 to 8 non-zero entries, indicating that every independent muscular source simultaneously exists in 5 to 8 channels. The exact number of non-zero entries in each column, their positions, and the corresponding values are opportunistically determined according to the uniform distribution [31] . It is worth noting that few-channel EEG is the new scenario and one of the future developing direction of pervasive EEG devices, which makes it to be the emphasis of this paper. N is set to be 3 to 8 in sense, but the problem is that the positions of the electrodes are on purpose designed for different applications. And it is not proper to fix them in advance. Consequently, 19-channel simulated data are generated as usual, and then N -channel ( N = 3 to 8 ) EEG is randomly picked out, where each channel of simulated data is achieved independently.
d: SIMULATED EMG
Referring to [32] , simulated EMG artifacts X EMG are synthetically formed by utilizing random noise whose bandpass is filtered between 20 to 100 Hz. As we know, muscle artifacts arise unpredictably in terms of the occurrence time points and lasting durations. For the purpose of diversifying muscle sources, continuous and transient EMGs are built with arbitrary starting time points and lasting durations. Their amplitudes are as well given at random. Signal power of EMG segments are generated according to EEG and SNRs from 0.5 to 2.5.
2) REAL DATA
The real data are downloaded from [33] , which are collected from 6-channel scalp recordings placed according to the International 10-20 system plus 2 EOG channels. The electrodes are Fp1, Fp2, C3, C4, O1 and O2, and the ground electrode is placed at position CZ. The sampling rate is 256 Hz. Two EEG segments contaminated by eyebrow-raise are picked out with time durations of 10 seconds. Since the approach proposed in this paper is planned to be utilized in real-time, we select signal segments with time durations of 10 seconds but not the whole one. Lots of muscle artifacts are produced by the eyebrow-raise, and we want to get rid of these muscle artifacts. The muscle artifacts are different from the ocular artifact, and we focus on the formers in this paper.
B. EVALUATION METHOD
The purposes of EMG-artifact removal are not only to reject EMG-artifact but also to preserve the useful brain activities.
For the simulated data, we are able to have the knowledge of ground truth EEG in advance. And based on the ground truth and calculated EEG, as several related work [12, 17, 18, 20 ] did, we make use of Relative Root Mean Squared Error (RRMSE) and Correlation Coefficient (CC) for assessing its EMG-artifact rejection and EEG-source preservation performances, respectively. Note, SNR in terms of dB (shortened as SNR dB ) of signals after elimination of artifacts is one of metrics for evaluation, which can be derived from RRMSE (SNR dB = −40 log 10 (RRMSE)). Therefore, intended for avoiding repetition, we utilize RRMSE only in this paper. In reality, the real ground truth EEG is not available, thus RRMSE and CC cannot be reckoned any more. The main contents of EEG and EMG are at different frequency banks, and the clean EEG are close to low frequency 35 Hz or lower [34] , which can be well illustrated by Power Spectral Density (PSD). And therefore we adopt PSD as the metric to assess the performance for real data. Additionally, the computation efficiency is evaluated by time cost, which is declared as one of the advantages of the proposed approach.
1) RELATIVE ROOT MEAN SQUARED ERROR
Given the ground truth and calculated EEG, X andX, Relative Root Mean Squared Error (shortened as RRMSE) can be expressed as follow:
where RMS(X) = 1 N * T X 2 (n, t), and N and T are respectively the number of EEG channels and time samples.
2) CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
Based on X andX, CC between the ground truth EEG and the calculated EEG in each channel is denoted as ρ X,X and calculated as follow:
The Average CC (ACC) between two data-sets across multiple channels is conventionally adopted as a metric for reflecting the capability of preserving the desirable information.
3) POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY
Welch proposed an improved estimator of the PSD [35] , which is carried out by dividing the time signal into successive blocks, forming the periodogram for each block and averaging. For each channel measurement, X i , i = 1, . . . ., N , the Welch estimate of the power spectral density is given by (X i is shortened as X for simplicity)
where X m is the m th window of X, M and K are respectively the number of samples in each window and the number of VOLUME 7, 2019 available windows, and P X m ,M (w k ) is the periodogram of the m th block.
4) TIME COST
For simplicity, the Mean of Time Cost for running an approach is shortened as MTC, which is utilized for both simulated and real data.
C. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to illustrate that the proposed FMEMD-CCA approach is capable of removing the EMG artifact efficiently and robustly, we compare results obtained from the CCA, MEMD-CCA and FMEMD-CCA approaches, with 6 sets of 3 to 8-channel simulated data, generated by the means mentioned in Sec.III-A. Each set of simulation experiments are carried out with different SNRs (SNR = RMS(x EEG ) RMS(X EMG ) ), ranging from 0.5 to 2.5. 100 independent realizations for each SNR value are completed.
In CCA, the normalization parameter is set to be 0.001 as usual. Two key parameters for MEMD includes a number of projected directions and assisted noise channels. They are determined to be 64 and 5. The number of assisted noise channels for MEMD is established to be self-adapting, the same as [23] did. In Section II, we explained the rules for choosing the reasonable number of assisted noise channels for FMEMD, and it is usually set to be 5 for most of the practical scenarios. As a result, 5 is utilized in our experiment. The number of projected directions and assisted noise channels for FMEMD are fixed as 64 and 5 as well.
For the purpose of making it fair, the thresholds for selecting the EMG-artifact in these three approaches are optimized to be the ones performing best (minimizing the RRMSE and maximizing the ACC) corresponding to the simulated data, although such kind of thresholds cannot be obtained with real data due to the unknown of ground truth. And the statistical results of their RRMSE described in Eq. (3) are shown in 3, and ACC results are shown in Fig. 4 .
Not the SNRs but the number of channels affect computation time, and therefore MTCs are counted by setting SNR = 1. The Matlab codes for each approach run on the same computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-4150 CPU @ 3.50GHz and 4.00-GB RAM under Mircosoft Windows 32bit operating system. Table 1 provides us means and standard deviations of the MTC for the three approaches. Table 1 ), it provides the largest RRMSE and the lowest ACC in comparison with those of MEMD-CCA and FMEMD-CCA, which are clearly depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively. In addition, the RRMSE of CCA approach from 3 to 8-channel EEG exhibits non-negligible declination, i.e., when SNR = 2, the RRMSE value is large than 0.6 for 3-channel EEG, however lower than 0.5 for 8-channel case. Such observation indicates that CCA cannot work well with few-channel EEG, due to the absence of sufficient number of sources that CCA can provide. More specifically, if the number of the input channels are far less than the number of the latent sources, the very limited number of sources are unmixed by CCA. Since these sources possibly contain different sources of brain activities and muscle artifacts, the direct rejection of any source will result in the potential loss of brain activities, thus leading to large RRMSE and low ACC.
Secondly, we would like to discuss the superiority of the combination of (F)MEMD with CCA over the individual CCA method. MEMD and FMEMD can be considered as general multivariate extensions of EMD (or EEMD), whose operation is similar to the dyadic filter for any given data. Therefore, when the simulated data is processed by (F)MEMD, several sub-bands for each channel are necessarily figured out. Accordingly, the simulated EEG and EMG step further to be decomposed into more than one sub-bands but not concentrated entirely. Any sub-band can be supposed to be 'channel created by computer'. Both 'created channel' and real channel contain EEG and EMG, however, their differences lie in their respective frequencies. For each real input channel, N 'created channels' are supposed to be computed, which make the channel more possible to explore its details. CCA is employed based on the N * K 'created channel' but not K -channel real input when being applied jointly with (F)MEMD, and therefore N * K sources can be acquired as anticipated, as well as good performance in artifact removal. Note: If we regard a sub-band or several sub-bands calculated from (F)MEMD as artifacts and directly reject it or them, then it leads to much brain activities rejection, since we do not take care of the brain activities existing in the sub-band(s).
In addition, the comprehensive time cost of the three approaches are listed in Table 1 . CCA can present the results immediately (less than 0.1 second), and the variations of computation time approximate to zero. Then, in less than 2 seconds, FMEMD-CCA offer us the results. However, the computation time of MEMD-CCA is very long and varies significantly, i.e., from 22.6299 seconds with 3-channel to 34.5756 seconds with 8-channel. In contrast to CCA, the process of signal decomposition by (F)MEMD prolongs the computation time.
2) MEMD-CCA VS. FMEMD-CCA At the first glance, there seems no much difference between the RRMSE and ACC statistics that obtained from MEMD-CCA and FMEMD-CCA methods. However, FMEMD-CCA exhibits lower standard deviations for both statistics, which indicates the stronger robustness of the proposed approach. Such difference can be explained by the sifting processes between MEMD and FMEMD. In MEMD-based sifting process, the multiple N -dimensional envelopes are generated by taking signal projections along different directions in N -dimensional space, and subsequently interpolating their extrema using the cubic spline interpolation channel-wise [22] . Therefore, the accuracy of MEMD decomposition depends highly on uniformity and validity of the projection. The distortion and noisy disturbance on any of the selected projection will inevitably lead to the final fluctuation of the MEMD output. With respect to FMEMD, the multivariate sifting process is transferred to the univariate one of EMD. The final decomposition product is solved from a constructed over-determined system of linear equations by using the least squares algorithm, which is robust to the noise and outliers [25] . By avoiding the procedure of interpolation on N -dimensional space while applying the least squares algorithm, FMEMD is less sensitive to the choice of projection directions, and thus more stable than MEMD.
Besides the stronger robustness, another advantage of FMEMD is its considerable efficiency. Compared with MEMD, the number of the time-consuming sifting operations for FMEMD is reduced from L * N to L for each iteration, where L and N denote the number of projection directions and signal dimension respectively. Therefore, operation of the proposed FMEMD is independent of the number of the EEG channel, where the relatively stable MTC of the FMEMD-CCA column in Table. 1 has further confirmed the statement. It is shown in [25] that running of FMEMD is theoretically N times or more faster than that of MEMD, in practice, however, the multiple result is much larger than N . Both the experiments in [25] , [26] and Table. 1 in this work highlight this observation. This suggests that the effectiveness and advantage of FMEMD for multi-channel EEG signals may be more prominent.
D. FMEMD-CCA
Finally, for straightforward illustrating the improvement of EEG after the elimination of EMG, Fig. 5 is randomly selected from our simulation results. The figure is plotted with 5-channel synthetic signals and 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5 for SNR for simplicity. In this figure, the black, blue and red lines are respectively the synthetic contaminated EEG signal, the ground truth EEG and the computed EEG after the elimination of EMG. It is clear that the amount improvement of EEG after the elimination of EMG increases when SNR decreases. And when SNR is set to be 0.5, leading to large amount of EMG artifacts, the calculated EEG signals (red line) are close to ground truth EEG (blue line).
In conclusion, by reviewing the simulated results, the efficiency and effectiveness of the raised FMEMD-CCA are proved perfectly. Its computation efficiency, low RRMSE and high ACC make it move forward to be a tractable approach for pervasive few-channel EEG.
E. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 1) ANALYSIS OF THE INPUT
The two segments of eyebrow-raise contaminated real EEG data are shown in Fig. 6 (c) and 7(c), which are 6-channel EEG with Fp2, Fp1, C4, C3, O2 and O1 electrodes placed according to 10-20 system. Most of the heavy muscle artifacts appear with eyebrow raise. Fp1 and Fp2 are contaminated pretty strong, and O1 and O2 are slightly contaminated, which as well can be observed by their PSDs presented in Fig. 6(a) and 7(a) . The input is plotted in black dash line in Fig. 6(a) and 7(a) . From Fig. 6(a) and 7(a) , we can observe that PSDs in Fp1 and Fp2 in the range of 20 to 50 Hz (referring to [32] , part of muscle artifacts lie in this range) are obviously higher than other electrodes. As well O1 and O2 electrodes are most far away from eye, and they are contaminated by eyebrow-raise most lightly among the 6 channels. Consequently their PSDs in range of 20 to 50Hz are lowest.
2) THRESHOLD SELECTION
In fact, we have to determine the threshold before we utilize the artifact removal approach. As mentioned in the previous section, muscle artifacts have low autocorrelations, thus we can set a threshold to filter out the muscle artifacts, whose autocorrelations are lower than the threshold. In theory, setting larger threshold indicates more sources to be considered as muscle sources, which could be both brain activities and muscle artifacts, and vise versa. As a result, the thresholds for selecting the muscle sources in CCA, MEMD-CCA and FMEMD-CCA affect their performance directly. The numbers of the decomposed multivariate IMFs for both MEMD and FMEMD are equivalent to the ones presented in simulation experiments, 13 and 5 respectively with our data. By giving 6 channels, we can obtain 13 * 6 = 78 and 5 * 6 = 30 IMFs corresponding to MEMD and FMEMD, respectively. The autocorrelations of IMFs with MEMD-CCA and FMEMD-CCA are shown in Fig. 8 , where autocorrelations of the input EEG with CCA are included as well.
From Fig. 8 , we can observe that the autocorrelations drops sharply at source 42 with MEMD-CCA, and at source 18 with FMEMD-CCA, which can be regarded as muscle artifact sources. Consequently, we set 0.9 as the threshold for both MEMD-CCA and FMEMD-CCA in this experiment. Note: With 6-channel EEG, a maximum of 6 underlying sources can be explored with CCA. Therefore the autocorrelations for CCA are relatively low, and we set 0.8 as the threshold.
3) RESULTS COMPARISON IN TERMS OF PSD
With the preset parameters, the PSDs of the input and calculated EEG for the three approaches are plotted in Fig. 6(a) and 7(a) , where the input is plotted in black dash line, and results obtained with CCA, MEMD-CCA and FMEMD-CCA are in green, blue and red, respectively.
The power of results with CCA (green plots in Fig. 6 (a) and 7(a)) decreases slightly in almost all frequency bands for all channels. The reason is just the one we have stated in Sec. I. The number of input data channels is limited in 6, and the number of computed sources is no more than 6. Hence, every computed source might contain both brain activities and muscle artifacts. Then rejecting any one of the unmixed sources equals to rejecting both brain activities and muscle artifacts. In one word, CCA cannot simultaneously suppress muscle artifacts maximally while attenuating brain activities minimally for few-channel EEG.
For MEMD-CCA and FMEMD-CCA, the PSD plots (blue and red lines) look similar. Both of them provide calculated EEG with PSDs sharply decreasing around 20Hz. This is identical with the augments proposed in paper [34] , where low-frequency bands are the main components of pure resting state EEG. Furthermore, the subject in this experiment keeps calm, and it is probable that the EEG does not contain β band. The main frequencies range 1 to 16 Hz. So we can take a close look at the figure, the curves of MEMD-CCA and FMEMD-CCA drop rapidly slightly before 20Hz, approximating 16 Hz. Additionally, signals with power above 40 Hz, considered as pure muscle artifacts, can be strong prohibited both by FMEMD-CCA and MEMD-CCA. And the signals with powers between 20 and40 Hz are carefully processed by FMEMD-CCA and MEMD-CCA. One of the obvious differences between results with MEMD-CCA and FMEMD-CCA lies in PSDs in the low frequencies from 1 to 5 Hz, which are clearly shown in Fig. 6 (b) and 7(b), respectively. In these figures, the black line (input PSD) is totally covered by red line (FMEMD-CCA PSD) in 1 to 2 Hz. A few loss can be found in PSDs in the low frequency bands with MEMD-CCA, which is not the case for FMEMD. A reasonable explanation for this finding is that MEMD and FMEMD realize the sifting process in different ways. According to [22] , the sifting process of MEMD for a multivariate signal does not stop until all projected signals fulfill the stoppage criterion of standard EMD. This is, however, unnecessary since different channels of the investigated EEG may possess distinct time-frequency features. Enforcing the same number of shifting operations for all signal channels will inevitably corrupt the intrinsic characteristics encapsulated in the multivariate IMF. Such shortcoming of MEMD will be more obvious when processing the low-frequency components, because any slight distortion inside the very few extreme points can affect a large portion of the signal. In contrast, FMEMD avoids this irrationality. The number of sifting iterations for each specified direction is not enforced by other directions and it only depends on the time-frequency features of the corresponding projected signal [25] . In conclusion, FMEMD is more robust than MEMD, specifically in processing the low-frequency components.
Finally, the artifact elimination results are depicted in Fig. 6 (c) and 7(c). FMEMD-CCA prohibits the high frequency muscle artifacts clearly.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Herein, an efficient and robust method is proposed for removing muscle artifacts from few-channel EEG. This approach has incorporated FMEMD with CCA to resolve the issues existing in the popular methods, for example, MEMD-CCA. It is demonstrated by simulations and real-world experiments that high efficiency and robustness are the main advantages of the proposed method. Results obtained from the FMEMD-CCA algorithm are finally compared with those from the MEMD-CCA and CCA, which further verify its superior performance over the state-of-the-art methods.
One of the limitations of this paper is the experiment data contain several tonic muscle artifacts which we treated as baseline of ground truth EEG. Although most of papers verified their approaches with similar data, we plan in the near future to collect the pure and real EEG from paralysis or pharmacologic paralysis as papers [36] [37] [38] did in their previous work. Additionally, in practice, we need an effective method which can remove all types of artifacts. In the future, we plan to expand our approach by testing it with more types artifacts. Finally, the advanced methods for selecting the thresholds will be extended to achieve a more precise automated EEG and artifact separation. YAN 
